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Abstract. A structure theorem is established for amenable actions of a countable
discrete group.
0. Introduction
In 1978, R. J. Zimmer introduced the notion of amenability for an action of a
separable locally compact group, or an equivalence relation, on a standard Borel
space with a probability measure. In [Zl], he showed that the Mackey range of a
homomorphism from an amenable ergodic equivalence relation to a separable locally
compact group G is an amenable G-space.
In [CW], A. Connes and E. J. Woods studied group-invariant, time-dependent
Markov random walks. In particular, they pointed out that the Poisson boundary
of a group-invariant matrix-valued random walk on a separable locally compact
group is an amenable G-space.
In the case that G is a (countable) discrete group, we shall show in this paper
that every amenable ergodic G-space can be obtained by either of these two
constructions. To summarize, if (S, n) is a standard measured space and G acts
ergodically on (S, ix) then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) (S, /A) is an amenable G-space;
(ii) the equivalence relation induced by the action of G on (5, /J.) is amenable
and the stability subgroup G,={ge G; sg = s} is amenable /x-a.e.;
(iii) (S, /^ ) is isomorphic as a G-space to the Mackey range of a homomorphism
from an amenable equivalence relation to G;
(iv) (S, n) is isomorphic as a G-space to the Poisson boundary of a group-
invariant matrix-valued Markov random walk on G.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In § 1 we shall show that if (S, (i)
is an amenable ergodic G-space, then the stabiliser subgroups Gs = {g e'G; sg = s}
are amenable fi-a.e. This fact was stated without proof in [ST]; for the sake of
completeness (and because we need this result), we prove it here. We shall show
in § 2 that (ii) implies (iii), and in § 3 that (iii) implies (iv). In § 4, we shall state
the main theorem formally and complete the proof.
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The results of this paper were announced at ICM-90 in Kyoto, where we learned
that V. Ya. Golodets and S. D. Sinelshchikov had proved independently and
simultaneously the equivalence between (i), (ii) and (iii).
1. Stabilizers of amenable actions
Let (S, fi) be a standard measured Borel space, and let G be a countable discrete
group, acting ergodically and amenably on (S, (JL). By [Se], Theorem 1.1, there is a
natural short exact sequence of groupoids
where F(Sx G) = {(s, g); ge Gs} is the field of isotropy subgroups Gs and 2?la is
the equivalence relation induced by G on 5. As 5/la is amenable [Zl, Proposition
3.4], there exists an ergodic automorphism of (S, n) such that 8kG = ^ z a.e. [CFW,
Proposition 4.1].
It follows that the surjective groupoid map (s, g)<->(s, sg) has a left inverse,
also a (Borel) groupoid map (see [ST, pp 1091 to 1092]). Following [Se] and [ST],
let us consider the groupoid semidirect product of F(Sx G) by 0lG with respect to
the action Ady,
F(S x G) ximG = {(s, gs, sg); gs eGs,ge G},
where
r(s, gs, sg) = s, s(s, gs, sg) = sg and
(s, gs, sg)(sg, gsg, sgh) = (s, gsy(s, sg)gsgy~\s, sg), sgh).
This groupoid is endowed with the measure
'-I.Is
Clearly, F(Sx G)xi3#G is isomorphic to Sx G by the map
(s,gs, sg)eT{Sx G)xiS?Gi-^(s, gsy(s, sg))eSx G.
Let us recall (see [HI]) the definition of the von Neumann algebra of the groupoid
F(5x G)xima. Denote the set {/e L'(F(5x G) xi^G); | |/ | |n <oo} by n(F(S x G) xi
3?G), where the norm | |/ | |n is equal to
sup j j |/(s, gs, sg)t(s)V(sg)\ dv(s, gs, sg); £ 7? e L2(S, fi), ||f || = ||T?|| = 1 J.
For each fen(F(Sx G)x>0lG), the map Lf which to each function £ belonging
to L2(F(Sx G)xi$G) assigns the function
1) dvstx\y), xeV(Sx G)*mG,
is a bounded operator on L2(F(5x
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The von Neumann algebra W*(r(Sx G)x^ G ) of the groupoid T{SxG)x*ma
is the von Neumann algebra on L2(T(SxG)x0tG) generated by the Lf,
If /6 l I ( r (SxG)x]^ G ) , let us denote by E(f) the restriction o f / to the
'diagonal', i.e.,
\J(s,gs,s) if s = sg.
For ^L2(r(SxG)x«c) and/eII(r(Sx G)x$G), we have:
h gs, t) = f((s, gs, t)(t, gt, s))£(s, y{s, t)g, ly{t, s), t) dv'{t, gt, s)
= f{s, gsy(s, t)gty(t, s), s)£{s, y{s, t)g~x y{t, s), t) dv'{t, g,, s)
J
= I As, gsy(s, t)g,y(t, s), s)i(s, y{s, t)g;ly{t, s), t)
a,
as
G,
One deduces easily the following
LEMMA 1.1. Let N denote the sub von Neumann algebra of W*(T(Sx
generated by {LE ( / ) ; /e Yl{T{Sx G)x^ G )} .
(i) N is isomorphic to J® A(GS)" d/j.(s).
(ii) The map E(Lf) = LEif) extends to a normal conditional expectation from
W*(T(SxG)y\@,c) onto N.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (S, n) and G be as above. The stability subgroup Gs =
{g e G;sg = s] is amenable a.e.
Proof. As Sx G = T(Sx G)x>3ftG and the von Neumann algebra of a (measured)
groupoid is an isomorphism invariant, the factor W*(F(Sx G)x*0lG) is injective
by [Z2], Theorem 2.1.
Hence by Lemma 1.1, the algebra J® A(GJ" dfi(s) is injective and by [Cl, Proposi-
tion 6.5], A(G,)" is injective a.e.
Therefore by the result of J. T. Schwartz, Gs is amenable a.e. D
2. Amenable actions and Mackey ranges
In this paragraph, we shall prove the following
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a standard Borel space with a non-atomic probability measure
fi and let G be a {countable) discrete group acting ergodically on S with respect to /A.
Assume that
(i) the equivalence relation induced by G on S is amenable, and
(ii) the stability subgroup Gs = {ge G; sg = s} is amenable, for ^ .-almost every se S.
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Then there exist a standard measured Borel space (S, /2), an amenable, discrete
equivalence relation $k on (S, /I), and a cocycle a: <% -» G such that the Mackey range
of a is isomorphic as a G-space to (S, /x).
The proof of this theorem divides into three parts. Note first that the space
S = {(s,(g*)n£l);g^eGsforall n > l } c S = fl G
is a standard Borel space (Lemma 2.9). In fact the first part of the proof, from
Lemma 2.2 to Proposition 2.10, a measure /I on S is built. In the second part of
the proof, from Lemma 2.11 to Lemma 2.13, we define an equivalence relation R
on (5, /I), and show that R is discrete, non-singular, and amenable. In the last part
of the proof, we construct a homomorphism <*:£% >^G, and a G-isomorphism
between the Mackey range of a and the G-space (S, /JL).
Let S be a standard Borel space and G a countable group. Denote by Sff{G) the
collection of all finite subsets of G.
As G is countable, SPf{G) is countable, and so with the discrete topology it is a
Polish space.
Let S(G) be the space of subgroups of G, with the standard Borel structure
generated by the sets {K e S(G); K c A}, where A runs through the subsets of G
(these form the closed sets for a Polish topology on S(G)).
LEMMA 2.2. Let s e S^>GS e S(G) be a Borel map.
Then the subset E = {(s, F); F^Gs}ofSx 0>/(G) is Borel.
Proof. The subset {(s, g); g e GJ of S x G is Borel (see for example [SI], Theorem
2.5). Therefore, with G = {go,g1,...}, for each n > 0, the sets Sn = {s e S; gn e G,}
and Scn = {se S; gn & Gs} are Borel. Denote by -IT the projection of 5 x SPf(G) onto
5. For each n > 0, the set An = ir~l(Sn) u (ir~l(Scn) n S x @f(G\{gn}) is a Borel subset
of Sx@f(G), and £ c A B . Conversely, if (s, F ) e n , 2 o 4 , then for each «>0,
g n e f ^ g»eGY,
and so (s, F) e £. Therefore, E =(~^\ns0An, and the lemma is proved. •
Now let G act on S and suppose that S is a Polish G-space under the action
(s, g) e Sx Gi-»sg G S.
For all s e S, set Gs = {g € G; sg = s}. Then s 6 S<-+Gs e S(G) is a Borel map.
Let ^ be a G- quasi-invariant probability measure on 5 and assume that Gs is
amenable /A-a.e. Then
LEMMA 2.3. For each n > 1 and 5 > 0, f/ie subset
£n,s = 1 (s, F); F c Gs, ———< 8 if g, e Gs, i = 1, . . . ,
o/S x 0>/(G) is Bore/. Moreover, n (Domain En<s) = 1.
/Voo/ If 77 denotes the projection S x 0>f(G) -* S, then by definition
Domain (£„,«) = {seS; T T " ' ^ n £ M # 0}.
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First, note that for all geG, the map
| | e Q is Borel.
As s>->G, is Borel, the set Sk ={se 5; gfce Gs} is Borel for fc>0. Then for each
e = (e, , . . . , £ „ ) 6 {0, 1}", the subset
Sc = Sf „...,,„ = {seS;gie Gs if e, = 1, g, £ G, if e, = 0}
\ F , = 1 / \f:=0
is Borel, and S = []fC{0,1,» Sr. As
£„.« = U {(5, ;lf<\r\
En^ is a Borel subset of Sx &f(G) by Lemma 2.2.
Moreover, as Gs is amenable /x-a.e., Tr~\s)n F n g 7^0 /i-a.e. D
Let us denote by $ the set {g:S-> G; g is a Borel map and gjS G J . If (^  is a
map from S to the set &(G) of functions on G a n d g e % then the map g</>: S
is denned by
Then by [A, Theorem 2.4] (for example), together with Lemma 2.3, there exists a
Borel map
F: Domain (£n,s)<= 5 ^ 0>/(G)
5 •-» F ,
the graph of which is contained in EnS. Set (pn5(s) =^-Fs/|Fs|, s e Domain (£ n 5 ) .
Then (pn,s{s)e l\Gs)+, ||(pM(s)||, = 1, and the map
(pn-s: Domain (Fn>s)<= S ^ / ' (G)
is Borel, and ||g,<pn,6(s) - <pn,s(s) ||, < 5 if g, e Gs , i = l , . . . , / i , for a.e. seS.
From this we deduce the following
LEMMA 2.4. 77iere exists a sequence (<pn)nsl of Borel functions from S to l'(G) such
that
(a) <pn(s)el\G,)+, \Wn(s)h = \,and
(b) for any ge%
\\g(s)<pn(s)-<pn(s)h^0 a.e.
Proof. Let <?„,« be as above. Then D = P|nai Domain (Fn n- ' ) is conull in S. Define
<pH:S+l\G) by
We just have to check (b).
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Let g e S Then let (Sn(g))n20 denote the Borel partition of S, where Sn{g) is the
set {s G 5; g(s) = gn}. For each TV, for each fc> N+1,
for a.e. se [J Sn(g).
Hence,
M( U {seS; \\g(s)(pm(s)-(pm(s)\\1>N~l}\ < £ ^(^(g))-
Therefore (see, for example, Theorem 1 on page 251 of [Sh]),
\\g<pn(s)-<pn(s)\\i->0 a.e. •
Let E denote the Banach space L\S, l°°(G)) (with / R ( G ) ) . We define an order
structure on E by
/ > 0 if f(s)>0 in r ( G ) , a.e.
Consider the two elements i and c of £ defined by
'(•s)(g) = l for all se S, ge G,
C(S) = A-GS for all 5 e 5.
We will denote by ME the set of means of E, i.e.,
ME — {<p e E*; <p >0 and (<p, i )= l} ,
and we set J^Ec = ME n{<pe E*; (tp, c) = 1}.
Recall that P\G) = {fe L\G)+; \\f\\x = 1}. Set
P(S) = {r) £ LX(S, / '(G)); r](s)>0 and ||TJ(S)||, = 1 a.e.}
and
P(S) = P(S) n {T7 e ^ ( 5 , / '(G)); supp r,(s) = Gs a.e.}.
We will need the following results, the proof of which we give for the sake of
completeness.
LEMMA 2.5. (a) The space LXXS, /'(G)) is isometrically embedded in E*, via the map
r)<-*rj with
(V,f)= I (v(s)J(s))d/M(s), feE.
Js
(b) The set JAE is weak*-compact and P(5)A is weak*-dense in ME.
(c) The set JiEc is weak*-compact and P(S) is weak*-dense in MEc.
Proof (a) Let T, e L°°(S, l\G)) and fe E. We have
|<^,/>|< [ |<ij(s),/(s)>|Js
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Hence, || rj || < || n \\. To verify the other inequality, let us show that for all £ > 0,
As (S,/x) is a standard Borel space, with non-atomic measure, we may assume
that (S, /x) is isomorphic to [0,1], with Lebesgue measure. Set C =
{ i e S ; | |T7(S) | | ,> UTJH —je}. Then C is measurable with non-zero measure. As TJ is
measurable, there exists a compact set K <= C such that /J.(C\K) < /x(C)/2 and TJ|K
is continuous. Hence there exist sx,..., sne K and strictly positive real numbers
S, 5n such that K a | J " = ] B(sf, 5,), and
IM0- i?U-) | | i<5E if ^ X n B C s i . S , ) , for i = l , . . . , n .
Then there is a measurable partition (A,)1 = 1... „ of X such that
Let Tj, e L°°(5, / '(G)) be denned by
Then
| i = s k (2.5.1)
•J. (2-5.1)
For i = l , . . . , n , set Bi = {geG; T7(s,)(g)>0}<= G. L e t / : 5 ^ / ° ° ( G ) be the map
defined by
f(s)
Then fe E and
fO if s£K,
1 2 ^ , - 1 ifseAj,i = l,...,n.
(2.5.2)
I K
Here we have used (2.5.1) and the definition of C. By (2.5.1) again together with
(2.5.2), we have
As H/ll >0, this shows that \\rj\\ > ||r/|| - e.
(b) Note first that ME is a weak*-compact subset of Ef and that P(S) is a convex
subset of ME. If the weak*-closure of P(S) is not equal to ME, then by the
Hahn-Banach theorem, for some (peME, there exists fe E such that
<cp,/>> sup {<>},/>; >/
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We may assume t h a t / > 0 . (By [E, (8.18.1)], we may assume tha t / i s bounded; we
may then add a suitable multiple of t to / ) We will obtain a contradiction, by
proving that
Indeed, the simple functions £JL, XAkfk, where (Ak)k = x „ is a measurable partition
of S and/ke/°°(G)+, are dense in E+ (see [E, (8.18.1)]). Let e >0 be given and
choose f = Y.nk = lXAkfk such that | | / - / | | < k F o r l s f c s n , let Vk e Pl(G) be such
that
<%,/*> 3= 11/* I
and set 17 = X k = , XAkVk- Then 77 e P(S) and
<»?,/> > < n , / > - | | / - / | | > 11/11-fe > 11/11 - e .
(c) Clearly, ^<Ec. is weak*-compact and P(5) c J^Ec. Let <p e JlEc, hx,...,hneE,
and e > 0 be given. By [E, (8.18.1)], there exist / , , . . . , / „ e E and K>0 such that
| | / i - M < k and | | / ( i ) | | « s X , s e S . (2.5.3)
Let e ,<e /2 ( l+3X) . By (b), there exists rjeP(S) such that
|<7J,c>-l|<e, , and \(v,fi)~(<P,fi)\<«i, i = l , . . . , « . (2.5.4)
For 5 6 5, set ^(s) = ||^o,»?(*)||i- By (2.5.4),
J.IS
and so if C = {seS; rj(s) = O}, then
Let P:S^>11(G) be denned by
l l 1 / T l l V l l V j " T l l V l 11 ? ^  I *
/ \ | L / / \ / J / \ G ' / V / I I J J C \^ j
iXie) if seC.
By construction, »*€ P(S). We have
f - ) < f
Js\c Js\c
Js\c WfM fj(s) 7,(5) dp(s)1
and
for 1 = 1 , . . . , n. Hence,
K ^ - i / ) l ^ 3 A : e i , i = l , . . . , n . (2.5.5)
By (2.5.3), (2.5.4) and (2.5.5), we have
Therefore, (c) is proved. •
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Denote by r:Sx G->R* the Radon- Nikodym cocycle of the action of G on
(S, n). As in § 1, there exists a Borel left inverse y:5?G-»Sx G of the surjection
SxG->3tG with y{(s,sg)(sg,sgh)) = y(s,sg)y{sg,sgh) on M%\ i.e., such that y is
multiplicative. Let us still denote by y the composition of y with the projection
from 5 x G to G.
Let ,Y : G -»Iso (£) denote the action of G given by
(1) xgf(s) = r(s,sg)f(sg)(y(s,sgr1ky(s,sg)), seS,keG.
If 77- denotes the action by conjugation on F(G) (i.e., TTgf(k)=f(g~ikg), fceG,
fel"{G)), then
(2) *g/(s) = rU-sg)i'V(5,ig)/(sg), / e £ .
For each g e S = {g:S->G;ga Borel map with g(s)eGs}, there corresponds an
isometric automorphism of E, f>->gf, defined by
(3) gf(s)(k)=f(s)(g(s)-1k), seS,keG.
For all g 6 % h e G, let ghe'Sbe denned by
(4) gh(s)=y(s,sh)g(sh)y(s,sh)-\ s e S.
Then for all g e % h e G,
(5) XH(g) = (gh)Xh.
Denote by x* the dual action, defined by
(6) <xt<P,f) = (<P,Xilf), <peE*,feE,geG,
and for each g e % denote by g* the dual transformation
<g*<P,f> = <<P,r1f>, <peE*,feE.
Let i/rbea weak*-cluster point (in £f) of the sequence (£„)„=>! (of Lemma 2.4).
If ge % then (g*(pn-«pn) converges weak* to 0 by Lemma 2.4. Therefore, \\i is
^-invariant. Moreover, (ip, t) = 1, because (<pn, i) = 1 for all n > 1.
For all b e L%(S) and / e E, note that fe/; defined by (bf)(s) = b(s)f(s), s e S, is
in £. Hence, if <p € £*, then bcp given by
(b<p,f) = (<p,bf), feE,
is an element off* , with \\bip\\ < ||fe||a=||<ip||. Set
where ^ ,eQ + and {A,} is a finite partition of [0,1] into intervals with rational
endpoints. Let /3 :S-»[0,1] be a Borel isomorphism (S is a standard Borel space),
and set K = {//3g;/e K, g e G}. Then K is countable.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A denote the weak*-closure of {Efinite/gA'gS(</');/gG K, If ln i t e/g = 1}.
Then A is a non-empty, compact, convex subset of MEc which is \*{G)-invariant and
each element of which is ^-invariant.
Proof. As ip e MEc, the first part of the lemma is clear.
Since \\i is ^-invariant, by (5), **</» is also ^-invariant for all he G. Therefore
every element of A is ^-invariant.
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If/eL°°(S), keE, and fce G, then Xh(fk)(s)=f(sh)xhk(s), seS. UfeK, then
fge K for each geG.lt follows that A is x*(G)-invariant. •
Denote by A the left regular representation of G. Let F be a A(G)-invariant and
TT(G)-invariant separable closed subspace of /°°(G), containing the constant func-
tions. Denote by r: lx(G)*-> F* the restriction map. Then r also defines a map from
E* to L\S, F)*s r°(S, F*). If /e L'(S, F),beG andge«, thenx*/andg/belong
to L'(S, F). Hence r is <&- and ^*(G)-equivariant.
In© g £ C Q, set Q = {(yg)gsa;yg^0,j:s£ayg = l}. For each veQ, we denote by
si-»_v(r(i^))(s) the element of LX(S, Ff) corresponding to
y(rW)= Z W,*(r(0))eL'(5;f)f.
As y{r(tl/))eJiE, it follows that for a.e. se S, y(r(ij/))(s) is a mean on F (i.e., belongs
to MF).
Let Iso (F) denote the group of isometric isomorphisms of F, endowed with the
strong operator topology, and H(Ff) the group of homeomorphisms of Ff, with
the topology of uniform convergence. Consider the (Borel) homomorphism -n:'3lc^>
Iso (F) defined by
and denote by ir*:SftG^>H(Ff) the induced adjoint homomorphism, given by
n*(s, r) = (7r(s, f)*)-'.
LEMMA 2.7. For euery s e 5 , denote by AFs the weak* closure of the set
Then (AFs)s£S is a Borel field of compact convex subsets of Ff such that
TT*(S, t)AF, = AFs a.e.
Moreover, r(A) = {<pe LX(S, F*); tp(s) e AF_S a.e.}.
Proof. By [Zl], Lemma 1.7, the map s<-^AFs is a Borel field of compact convex sets
of Ft. For all g e G and k e Ll(S, F), we have
T(S SS ) 7T "' h- (SS
-L
Hence st-»7r*iSg)r(i/')(sg) is the element of LX(S, F*) corresponding to xtr(4l), and
If (s,t) = (s,sh), then
g
= Z 3;gwfs,s/l
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Set A0 = { I f i n i t e / ^*(^) ; fgeK, I f i n i t e / g (s)= 1}= F* and B = {<pe V°(S, Ff) ;
€ -4Fs a.e.}. By [Zl] , Proposition 2.2, B is a closed convex subset of LX(S, F*), .
As r is continuous and A is compact, the lemma will be proved if we show that
r(A0) is weak*-dense in B. By [Zl] , Lemma 2.5, functions of the form
are dense in B. But we have
1 fy.W^ii y,j)xt(4>)eA0,
1=1 g \ ; = i /
and r(l"=J,y,(4,)) corresponds to s^UMyM*))^)- •
LEMMA 2.8. With the above notation, if&lG is an amenable equivalence relation, then
there exists <p e A such that xtf = f for a " S e G-
Proof. Since G is countable, we can find a collection of A(G)- and v(G)-invariant
separable closed subspaces Fp of /°°(G), containing the constant functions and such
that IX(G) = U/3CB Fp (B is some index set).
For each finite sequence Bl,...,BneB, set F = FPl + -• • +FPn. As above, let
r: lx(G)* -» F* denote the restriction map. Let (AFs)seS be the Borel field of compact
convex subsets of Ff of Lemma 2.7.
Set / f = { ^ £*; r (?) e r(A) and **r(?) = r(?) , g e G}.
Assertion 1. 7F is a non-empty cr{E*, £')-closed set.
As r is continuous, A is compact and \*e H(Ef), IF is closed.
As SkG is an amenable equivalence relation, there exists a Borel function 17: S -> Ff
with
77(s)£AF>s a.e., (2.8.1)
Let TJ denote the element of L\S, F)* corresponding to 51-^ 17(5). By (2.8.2) and
the definition of %*, we have x*n = rj for all geG and by (2.8.1), r]e^Li{SF). By
the Hahn-Banach theorem, one can extend T? to (peFf such that r{<p) = r). One
can choose <p in ME by the monotone extension theorem. Indeed, E is an ordered
linear space and L\S, F) is a cofinal subspace of E (see [NB, p 181]). Therefore,
IF is non-empty.
As Ff is o-{E*,E)-compact, there exists ^ £ f | ^ f l hfi, i-e., <p is a mean of F
such that for all 8 e B, rp(<p)er^(A) and x%rf>(<p) = rp((p)ge G (where rp:E*^
L\S,FP)*).
To finish the proof of Lemma 2.8, we must prove the following
Assertion 2. <pe A and \*<p = <p, for all geG.
If (pi A, then there exists fe E such that
1(1 e/*
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Set S = {<p,f)-&up^,eA ((/»,/). The simple functions of the type
m
I fkXAk,
k = \
where fk e l°°(G) and {Ak)lsksn is a measurable partition of S, are dense in E (see
[E,(8.18.1)]). Therefore, there exist pl,...,pneB, F = Ffl + ••• + FK and fe
Ll(S, F) such that
11/-/M&
Then as (rF(<p),f) = {<p,f) and rF(<p)e rF(A), we deduce that
-/>:£ sup <&/> + &
a contradiction.
We check the second part of the assertion in the same way. •
Let (S, /A) and G be as above. We may assume that S is a Polish space. Then the
space Sxfinal G is also Polish.
LEMMA 2.9. S = {(s,{gn)nzl); gneGs} is a Borel subset of S x f ] n i l G.
Proof. As s>-^Gs is (Effros) Borel, then for fixed ge G, s>->d(Gs, g) is Borel where
d is the discrete metric (d(g, h) = l if g # h) (see [SI, Theorem 2.5]). Therefore,
for g = (&,)„*, enB J S ,G fixed, the map s->In a I (1/2") d(GBgn) is also Borel.
Moreover, for seS fixed, geFLai G"->Xnai (1/2") d(Gs,gn) is continuous. Hence
the map
is Borel and S = {(s,g); I n a l (1/2") d(G,,gn) = 0} is Borel. D
By [Ch, Theorem 2.6], 5 endowed with the subspace Borel structure is a standard
Borel space. Similarly, for each n > l ,
Sn={(s,gU...,gsn); seS, g'keG, for l</c<«}
is a standard Borel space.
For each se S and n > 1, let us write £ls =YlmS:1 Gs,ilsn =n* = i G5, and fl" =
n f c a n G s .
If (Vk)ksi is a sequence of positive elements of LX(S, l\G))i, let us introduce
the following notation:
v^n is the product measure ®£=i rjk(s) on flsn,
tfs(resp. v") is the infinite product measure 0 t > | ?7ji(s)(resp. ®kan 17^ (5)) on
ns(resp.ns"),
/I is the measure | s rs c//i,(i) on S, and
/2n is the measure Js us_n d/j.(s) on Sn.
For each ge G and 17 e lf°(S, /'(G)), recall that ,yg is defined by
, seS.
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We shall write
Xgvsn to mean the product measure (x)£ = ) XgVkis) on £!,„,
Xgvs(resp. Xgv") to mean the infinite product measure ®fc = i XgVk(s) on
fiJ(resp.®kanAcgTj/c(s) on £1").
We shall write G = {g0 = e, gi, g2, • • •}, and Gk = {g0, g , , . . . , gk} for all k >0. For
each gk 6 G, denote by gk: S-> G the map given by
e
gk ifgf ceGs.
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let (S, /u.) and G be as above and assume that
(i) the induced equivalence relation 0iG on S is amenable, and
(ii) the stabilizer Gs is amenable, fj.-a.e.
Then there exists a sequence {r)n)n7,x of elements of P(S) such that
(a) for l < / c < n , | s . | | ^ T / n ( 5 ) - T , n ( 5 ) | | 1 ^ ( 5 ) s 1/2", and
(b) if pn is the smallest integer I such that for 0 s fc< n — 1,
d / i ( * ) * , t \ . n - i ( { ( s , g\', • • •, g*-i) e 5 n _ , ; * { . . . g s n _ , € G , } ) a 1 - n " 1 ,
'orgke{JheGr h~]Gnh,
L
/ Let <p E ^ E - c be as provided by Lemma 2.8. As P(S) is weak*-dense in MEc,
there exists a net (i),) ,E S in P(S)<^ L\Sx G) such that
Va- -> <p weak* in £*.
By Lemma 2.8, we have that for all fc> 1,
(•YgtiL-tJcr) and ( g * ^ - ^ ) converge weak* to 0 in E*.
Note that
L ' (Sx G)* = Lx(Sx G)<= L'(5, /"(G)) = £.
Therefore, for all fc> 1,
( X g ^ - i v ) and (gfc^-u,,) converge weakly to 0 in L ' ( 5 x G ) . (2.10.1)
For each /c> 1, consider the maps
Nk:L\SxG)^Ll{SxG)xL\SxG)
f -«• (Xgj-fgkf-f),
and
N:L[(SxG)^ Fl (LHSxOx
fcal
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Recall (see [B, II.6.6, Proposition 8]) that the
at fl (L\SxG)xL\SxG)), <g> (Lx(Sx G) x Lx(Sx G))) -topology
on n ^ i (L\S x G) x L'(S x G)) is the product of the a(V(S x G), LX(S x G))-
topologies on the various copies of V{Sx G).
Set B = Conv{vlT; <rel}. By (2.10.1), we have Oe JV(B)weak. As JV(B) is convex,
0 belongs to the norm closure of N(B). Hence there exists a net (rj,),E; such that
for all fc>l,
11**3<~Viill ^ 0 and ||&T?,--T/,||-»O (inL'(SxG)).
The proposition foJJows easiJ_y by induction. D
Let S = \(s, gs); seS, gs = (gsn)na, e £1,} be as in Lemma 2.9 and let (r/Jna I be a
sequence in P(S) as in Proposition 2.10.
Keeping the notation introduced after Lemma 2.9, let us consider the probability
measure
J
= vsdfi(s),
 s
where vs is the infinite product measure (x)nal r)n(s) on O,, se S.
Consider the measured equivalence relation 5? on (5,/I) defined for s = (s,gs)
and f=(f,gI)eSby
and for some »i< oo, y(/, s)g*y(s, 0 = gl, forn>m + l.
As G is countable, each ^-equivalence class is countable, i.e., J? is discrete.
Let us denote by J^G c ^  the sub equivalence relation given by
smyGt<^s9lct and y(t, s)gsny(s,t) = g'n forn>l .
LEMMA 2.11. &yG is non singular.
Proof. Let us first check that, for each geG and almost every se S, the product
measures vs and xgvs on Cls are equivalent. For each n > l , set
For each n > 1, r)n(s) and ^gT/n(s) are equivalent (as y]n e P(5)), and so by Kakutani's
criterion (see [HS, 22.36]), what we must show is that
n ik;/2(5)ii,,,,(,,>o. (2.H.1)
AsO<||<py2(5)||,,77n(s)<||<pn(s)||!^(s)=l, it is equivalent to show that
I (l-II^^H^^oo.
«>i
On the one hand, we have
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and, on the other hand, by Proposition 2.10(a) we have
I \\l-<pn(s)\\UvAs)= I \\xgrin(s)-vAs)\\i«x>.
Denote by r:8ty]G->R+ the Radon-Nikodym cocycle. As for s = (s,gs)eS,
the lemma is proved. •
Consider the Borel homomorphism S : *3l -» U+ denned for (s, f)e3ft by
„==! T/,,(s)(gn)
This is the Radon-Nikodym cocycle of /I. With the notation of Lemma 2.11, for
(s, f) e <%, there exists m < oo such that
o-(s, 0 = r(s, t) II — , , w , , • . , / ^ , -
n = i T?n(0(r(', s)gny(s, 0 )
Therefore, for (s, f)eM, 8{s, t) e ]0, oo[. This shows that J? is non-singular.
Let us show now that £% is amenable. To do so, we will use results of [FSZ] and
[S2].
Let 2/lT denote the equivalence relation on (S, /2) given by
sSkTt<^>s = t and there exists tn<oo such that gsn = g'n for n>m + l.
As y(s, s) = leG for all s e S , 3 t T c i
LEMMA 2.12. ®T^M is normal (in the sense of [FSZ, § 2, Theorem 2.2]).
Proof. As above denote by 9?G the equivalence relation generated by the action of
G on S, and let 0: §L -» 3#G denote the homomorphism defined by @(s, f) = (5, sg)
where sg = f. If (s,t)e &, then
0(5, r)e^(<2> = s if and only if (s, /)eS?T.
Hence, ker 0 = 9iT.
Moreover, let (sg\s)e9lo and s = ( s , | ! ) e 5 , so that 0(5) = s, the source of
(sg"',s). Set t = (sg-\ y(sg-',s)gsy(sg-\s))eS. Then ( r , s ) 6 » and 0(f,s) =
Therefore, by [FSZ], Theorem 2.2(d), to finish the proof of Lemma 2.12, we have
only to show that for any discrete ergodic measured groupoid {&", v') and
homomorphism &:9l-*Sf" with ker 0 ' => 9?r, there is a homomorphism K : 9iG -* 9"
with «0 = 0'.
Denote by p:S^S the canonical projection. For each seS, the relation 5kT is
ergodic on (p~\s),vs). The preceding property can now be shown as in [FSZ,
Theorem 2.2 (p. 249)]. •
By [S2, Theorem 3.7], as 0la is amenable, S?T s <3l is relatively amenable.
For each seS, let ^ T s denote the discrete measured ergodic equivalence relation
on (ils, vx) consisting of tail equivalence.
Then 9?r,s is amenable for each s e S. As W*(mT) = ff W*(9tTJ d/xis), it follows
that the equivalence relation 0lT is amenable.
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Therefore, by [S2, Corollary 3.4] we have
LEMMA 2.13. 3ft is amenable.
If Mt, there exists m<oo such that {s,t)e0ia and y(t, s)gsny(s, t) = g'n for
n > m +1. Consider the map «:£%-» G defined by
As y is a homomorphism, a is also a homomorphism.
Let m be a probability measure on G equivalent to the counting measure. On
(S x G,fix m), we still dentoe by J? the equivalence relation given by
( j , g ) i ( r , / i ) « j i f and ga(s,f) = h.
On (S x G, n x m), let J?G denote the equivalence relation defined by
{s,g)mG{t,h)<^s0iat and gy(s,t) = h.
Consider the action /? of G on (S x G, /x x m) defined by
(s,h)p(g) = (sg,hg) for all (s,h)eSxG.
Remark 2.14. For every ge ^  = {g:i>-»gs; g a Borel map with g(s)e Gs) and every
fe L°°(5x G), we denote by p(g)f the function
P(g)f(s,h)=f(s,hgs).
I f / e L°°(5 x G) is ^ G- and p-invariant, then / is /3-invariant.
Let II: V°{Sx G, fix m)^ V°{Sx G, ixx m) denote the map defined by
IT has the following properties:
(1) II is a norm one linear projection, and hence a conditional expectation on
considering Lx(Sx G, fix m) as a subalgebra of L°°(Sx G, fix m).
(2) II intertwines the left regular representations (for/e L°°(5x G, p.xm),geG,
one has \(g)f(s, h) =f(s, g~'h)).
LEMMA 2.15. U(LX(S x G,/Ixm)*)c ifiS xCuxmf.
Proof. Let/6 L°°(5x G, /I x m)m, H/IU^ 1. By Remark 2.14, it suffices to prove that
(i) fo ra l lg£« ,p (g )n /=n /
(ii) Uf is $G-invariant.
As m is a probability measure, (i) and (ii) will follow if we show that for all
heG, and all e > 0,
(i ' )forallge^, | |n/(-, h)-p(g)Uf(-, A)||,< e,
(ii') forallgeG, \\nf(-,h)-xgnf(-,h)\\lr£e.
Let us verify (i')- Let heG,ge'S and B > 0 be given. Let n0 a 0 be such that if
Let us fix M > « 0 , with 2"(n"1)<e. With pn as provided by Proposition 2.10, set
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To simplify notation, let us set
gn = (gDksn e i l s , n , g n - 1 = (gl •••, g n - l ) ,
and
Note that
(s,g\hg(s))<M(s,gsn^,k(s)gsn,gsn+i,h).
Then, as / is 01 -invariant, we have
\\W(-,h)-p(g)Uf(-,h)\U
[f(s, g\ h) -f(s, g% hgk(s))] dv,(g')
n,
= [
Js
= J
Js
[As, g\ h) -f(s, §'„.,, k(s)g'n ,g5n+l, h)] dvs(f)
Juts) I /U £\
s Un,
Js Jnw_
dfi(s) \ dv^n-1(gl,-i)\\vAs)-
Set Gn,Pn = UpSp,, pXGnp. Then for all s 6 B and gsn_, e As n_, , we have k(s) e Gn,Pn
As |Gn,pJ<(pB + l)n, we obtain by Proposition 2.10,
- ,A ) | | , s i e + ^
Let us prove (ii'j. Let g, he G and e>0 be given. For each / > 1 , let us denote
by e, = (e,..., e) the neutral element of f[i
 = l G. Let us choose n such that geGn
and n > 6/e.
To simplify notation, set t = sg. Then (s, g\ h) and (t, y{t, s)gsy(s, t), hy(s, t))
are ^-equivalent. Therefore, we have
\\nf(-,h)-Xgw,h)\u
= | d/t(s) I /(5, gs, A) ^ s (g s ) - [ f{t, g', fcy(s, 0) dv,(g')
Js Uns Jn,
s
= | dM(5) I /Ug s ,
Js Jns
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Moreover, for all gs eils,
f(s, g\ h) =f(s, en^x, (g\,..., gi-,)g^, gS + ,, h).
Therefore, by Proposition 2.10, we have (2.15.3)
d/x(
Js
" I
X
- I
< —
2< —
^ 1
Similarly we
r
Js M s
*) | | f(s,g\h)dvs(gs1 Jn,
If
> M * I J n . M 1 _ , 1>S'""'
[dTjn(s)((gr..gin_Irii
r
s M Jn., , , , , S'""'
f , f+ 1 d/j.(s) 1 at)., n-
Js J A,,,-,
& r ,
/-I Js
-
have (2.15.4)
f f(s -s h)d v ( "Jn, *' g ' ^^ g
Jn,,,_,
)-Jn/(s,^,.g-;,*)*;(g..)
,-.) f f{s,en_,,rn,h)
Ja"
?n)-dVn(s)(gn)] dv"+ ' (g^
 + , )
-,)IW...ri-,)*(.)-*..»l.
(r.-,)K«i....:-,)»(.)-*<.
ni(g;...ir;-,)w.(S)-^.o
n.,.,,-,
<2 f d/*(s)||^7,n(5)-r,n(5))||1+-+I IJs n '=i Js
Hence by (2.15.2), (2.15.3) and (2.15.4), we have
\\nf(-,h)-xgnf(-,h)i
n','
[ [ |^(gD-^X(Jn"
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As in Lemma 2.11, for n > 1, set
,
 u ,, Vn(sg){y(sg, g)gsny(s, sg))
307
We have
f |d^(g-;)
Jn',1 n"
- n
^ I
Hence,
5 1
<—I
n 2"~
U
LEMMA 2.16. The map U: L^iS x G , / i x m ) ^ L°°(5 x G, ix x m)'3 is bijective.
Proof. By considering LX(S x G, n x m) as a subalgebra of L°° (S x G, /i x m) and
recalling the definition of $1, we see that II is surjective.
Let/,,/, e /^(S x G, /I x wi)f with n/, = n/2. For all h e G and e > 0, let us show
that
[ \L(s,g\h)-f2(s,g\hJ s
For each n > 1 and each i = 1,2, set Enf(s, gs, h) =/n»/(s, g\ h) dv"(gn). Then there
exists No such that for n > No,
1/(5, gs, h)-Enf(s,g\ h)\ dp.(s, g')<|e. (2.16.1)
Let n > No be such that 1/n < e/24. Then by (2.16.1), we have for i = 1, 2,
f - f
Js ' ' Jn';
f 3
= | n / ( s , ft) — Enf(s, en_,, /i)| d/A(s)< —.
Js n
Similarly, we have
f [•
 ms _ - < 2
Js ^ 5 Jn,,_,,, " ' S'8"~u " ' S' ""'' V"'x-S ""' " n'
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Therefore,
\Ms,g-]h)-f2(s,g',h)\diL(S)
s i e + | d^(s) I |£n/,(s,g1B_1,/.)-£n/2(5,g5B_I,/i)|dt;n_1.J(g5n_1)
s|e+Z I dM(s) I IWd.i'.-Jl-as.JH,*)!^-!,.^-.)
+ 1 I |n/;(s,/i)-£n/;ueB_1,/i)|d/i(s)
< J £ + - < E . •
n
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let (S, fi.), *3l, and a be defined as after Proposition 2.10 and
Lemma 2.13.
It follows that the Mackey range of a is isomorphic (as a G-space) to (S, /x).
Proof. By Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16, the map
n : L°°(S x G,/I x m)^ L°°(S x G,/x x w)
induces an isomorphism from Lx(Sx G, /I x m)m to L^iSx C . ^ x m f which inter-
twines the left regular representations.
Let p.SxG^S denote the Borel map (s, h)<-+sh~\ Then for all g e G,
h)) = p(s,glh)=p(s,h)g.
Therefore, p induces a map from L^iS, /A) to L°°(SxG, /J.X m)1* which intertwines
the left regular representation on 5x G and the G-action on S.
I f / e L°°(S x G, M x
 mf, set f(s) =f(s, e), for s e S.
Then / e t x ( S , / i ) and fp=f. Hence, p: L°°(S, /x)-> L°°(Sx G, /*x mf is an
(isometric) isomorphism.
Therefore, the proposition is proved. •
3. Mackey ranges and Poisson boundaries
Let G be a second countable locally compact group. Following [CW], let us recall
the definition of a G-invariant matrix-valued random walk.
Let (/„)„=>() be a sequence of integers >1 and denote by En the disjoint union of
/„ copies of G. For each n > 1, let an be a (/n_i x /„)-matrix of positive measures on
G such that
in
I o-niJ{G)=l for 1 < i < / , . , (3.1)
J = I
Such a matrix defines a transition probability P" ' from £„_, to £„ by
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where the point x is in the ith copy of G at the (n - l)st step and A is a Borel set
in the 7th copy of G at the nth step. Notice that for each m > 0 , Em is a G-space
(by left translation of G on G) and that for n > l ,
P"n~\g(i, x), g(j, A)) = P"n-\(i, gx), (j, gA)) = Pnn\(i, x), (j, A)).
By the right group-invariant matrix-valued random walk on G associated with
the sequence (o-n)n2l is meant the Markov process consisting of the sequence of
measurable spaces (En)ns0 with the transition probabilities ( P " ^ n a i .
For each n > 0, let \n denote the measure on En extending Haar measure on each
copy of G. We define a (bounded) harmonic function h for the matrix-valued
random walk to be a sequence hn e Lx(En, An) such that
J F.,,
hn-AU,g))=\ hn((k,x))P"n-\{j,g)d{k,x)) for (;,«)££,.„
sup ||/in||cc<oo.
n
The space 9C* of bounded harmonic functions is a Banach G-space with the
norm \\h\\ = supn ||/in||oc and the action of G induced by the left multiplication of G
on £„, n >0 .
Let <T0 be a probability measure on Eo equivalent to the measure Ao. Let P denote
the Markov measure on (il, si) = \[ns,0 {En, s£n) determined by the transition prob-
abilities P"~' and the initial distribution cr0 (see for example [N, Proposition 5.2.1]).
Let s4x <= si denote the asymptotic cr-algebra (or tail cr-algebra) of the matrix-valued
random walk on G. Note that six is G-invariant with respect to the action of G on
(O, si) given by
((<On 2 0)g = (g~l<0,ls=o for (ton)n»oeft. (3.2)
The Poisson boundary of the matrix-valued random walk is a standard measured
space (B, n) such that
L^^L^fl,^, P).
The action of G on L*(£l, six, P) defined via (3.2) gives rise to a G-action on (B, /x).
For any / e L*(n, si^, P) and n > 0, define
- J .K(f)(k,x)= \ f(co)PnAk,x)(dw), (k,x)eEn, (3.3)Jn
where Pn,{k,x) is the Markov probability measure on (il, si^) defined by the transition
probabilities (P r ' ) »» i (see, for example, [N, Proposition 5.2.1]). The formula (3.3)
induces an isometric G-isomorphism between Loc(il, six,P) and f^00 (see [N,
Proposition 5.2.2] and see [J] for a detailed proof).
From now on we shall assume that G is discrete. The main result of this section
is the following:
THEOREM 3.1. Let (S,/I) be a standard Borel space and 91 an amenable, ergodic,
discrete equivalence relation on (S, /I). Let G be a {countable) discrete group and let
a : Sft -» G be a homomorphism. It follows that the Mackey range of a is isomorphic as
a G-space to the Poisson boundary of a matrix-valued random walk on G.
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By the isomorphism between harmonic functions and Lx-functions on the Poisson
boundary, Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (S, /2), <3l, and a be as in Theorem 3.1. There exists a sequence
(fn)nai of (/n.-i x ln)-matrices of positive measures on G verifying (3.1), with /„= 1,
such that the space of (bounded) harmonic functions of the right group-invariant
matrix-valued random walk defined by (o-n)n2., is G-isomorphic to the Mackey range
of a.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 divides into two parts.
First part of the proof. Let X denote the compact group Y\nsl {0, 1} with the Borel
cr-algebra M and denote by K the dense subgroup 0 n a , Z / 2 Z acting on X by
addition. For all (c>l, let us denote by Sk the automorphism of X corresponding
to the element (xn) n , , £ K with xn = Snk, n > 1.
The equivalence relation *3l being amenable, by Theorem 10 of [CFW] there exist
a probability measure on /J, on (X, si), which is non-atomic, quasi-invariant and
ergodic under K, saturated null sets So^ S and X0<^X, and an isomorphism
tA: S\S0-*X\X0 such that
(1) <A(A£) is equivalent to/X,
(2) ip({teS;ms}) = {xeX;x®,K4,{s)}, s,teS\SQ.
By [C2, Lemma 7], we may assume that
(3) for each d > l , log dfjiSk/dfj. takes only finitely many values.
Consider the homomorphism i/f(a): 3lK -* G denned (up to equivalence) by
4,(a)(4>(s),ifr(t)) = a(s,t), (s,t)eSk and s,teS\S0,
tlf(a)(x,y) = l, (x,y)e2kK and x,yeX0
(see [Sch, § 2, p. 25]).
LEMMA 3.3. Let {X, fi), 9lK, G, and ip(a) be as above. There exists a homomorphism
P : 0iK -> G, cohomologous to <K«), such that for every yeK, the map x<->fi(x, xy)
takes only finitely many values.
Proof. First of all let us introduce the following notation:
C(y\,..., yk) denotes the cylinder set {x e X; x, = yt,..., xk = yk}.
C(i; n) denotes the cylinder set {xeX; xn = /} for ie {0, 1} and n > 1.
Kn denotes the subgroup of K generated by S , , . . . , Sn.
Let (£„) „
 2 , be a sequence of positive numbers, with 0 < e n < l andXn», £n<0°- We
shall construct by induction a sequence (<pn)nsi of measurable functions <pn :X -> G
such that
(i)
 M({xGX;<pn(x) **})<£„,
(ii) if ao = a and an(x, xy) = (pn(x)an^l(x, xy)<pn(xy)~\ then Gn = {an(x, xy);
x e X; y e Kn} is a finite subset of G.
Let <p0 denote the constant function <po(x) = e for all xeX. Assume
(p0, (pi,..., ipn-i built, and let us construct <pn.
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For all g e G, set Fg = {xe C(0; n); a(x, xSJ = g}. As [Jg e C Fg = C(0; n), there
exists a finite set M c G such that
U Fg\^ and
Set F = U,,eK UgeM ^gT a n ( l consider the map cpn denned by
i e if x G F u FSn,
i.on_1(x0,x0S-/B) i f x ^ F u FSn,
where x = x0SJn, xoeC(0; «)\F,;e{0,1}. Then
- { :
which proves (i).
Note that by definition F is /£„_,-invariant and therefore F u F5n is /£„-invariant.
We divide the proof of (ii) into different cases. First of all, let x e F u F S n . If
y e i C - i , then an(x, xy) = an_,(x, xy)e Gn_,. If yeK n \K n _, , then y = y'Sn with
y ' eK, . , . We have x = x0cr5Jn, with x 0 e U g E M Fg> °"e ^»-i a n d Je (0. U- Then
= an_l(x, xy)
= an_l(x0osJn, xo<ry'SJn+l)
As a and o-y'eK^,, we have an(x,xy)eG*LlM:tlG$Ll.
Now, if xeLF<jFSn, then x = x0Si with xoeC(0;n) \F. If yeKn, let us write
y= y'S'n with y'e Xn_,,and i=0or 1. As xy = xoy'SJn+l, we have (xy)0 = x0y'. Hence,
an(x, xy) = <pn(x)an-i(x, xy)<pn(xy)"'
= an_1(x0, x0Si)an^(x0Sjn, Xy)<pn(xyyl
= an-i(x0, xy)an_,(xy, xoy')
= an_1(xo,xoy')eGn_1.
Therefore, (ii) holds.
Note that if yeXn_, , then we have an(x, xy)s G n . |XeX; more generally,
ak(x,xy)eGn-, for x e X and fc>n.
By (i), the sequence (<pn{x),..., <Pi(x))ns,, is a Cauchy sequence for a.e. x. Let
<P: X -> G denote the limit (see for example [Sh, p. 257]) and set
j8(x, xy) = (p(x)a(x, xy)<p{xy)~l.
Then /3 satisfies the requirements of the Lemma. •
By construction of (X, n, SkK, (3) and by definition of the Mackey range (see for
example [Z3, Proposition 4.2.24]), the two G-spaces MR(S, p., 3, a) and
MR(X, fi, $K, fi) are isomorphic.
Second part of the proof of Proposition 3.2. Before stating Lemma 3.5, let us recall
the following definition from [S3]:
DEFINITION 3.4. (1) A Bratteli diagram D is a graph with set of vertices V and set
of edges E with the following properties:
(a) V is the disjoint union of subsets V(n) (n>0) with | V(n)j<oo for all M > 0 .
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(b) E is the disjoint union of subsets E(n) (n»0), with each edge esE(n)
connecting a vertex s(e)e V(n) with a vertex r(e)e V(n + \).
(c) For every vertex veV, there exist e, fe E with s(e) = v, r(f) = v (except for
y £ V(0), for which we omit the second requirement).
(2) A path in D is a sequence ( e j of edges with s(eo)e V(0), and for fc>l,
) ( )
We denote by fln the space of paths of length n, and by O the space of paths of
infinite length. We view £1 as a topological space, with basis {il(f);fe iln, n > 1},
where to each / = ( / 0 , / i , . . . ,/„_,) 6 Qn we associate the set
(3) An AF-measure (or Markov measure) nP on O is a measure determined by
a system of transition probabilities p (i.e. maps p: E-»[0, 1] with p(e)zO and for
every vertex v I,e , s ( e )=u )/>(e)= 1), given by
M P ( « ( / ) ) = ft P(/*),
k=0
where /= / ( / 0 , / , , . . . , / „ ) e Hn.
Note that fl carries a canonical equivalence relation &tn defined by
e^n/Ofor some n ek =fk for all k z n.
LEMMA 3.5. Let X, fx, SkK, and f$ be as in Lemma 3.3. Then there exist
(i) a Bratteli diagram D, an AF-measure /J.P on the path space fl of D, and an
isomorphism i/»: (X, ^i) -> (11, /xp) such that»//( JU,) = fip and
(ii) a sequence (bn)nz0 of maps bn: E(n)^ G such that if fi'e Z 1 ^ , G) denotes
the cocycle given by
p\ej) = bo(eo)... bn(en)bn{fnV • • • V / o ) " '
whenever e3ftnf and ek =fk for k > n + 1, then
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, for each n > 1, there exists a measurable partition (AJ)lsjsK
of C(j>, = 0 , . . . , yn = 0) <= X such that for 1 < j < fcn, and x e A",
^ x ) = an J and /3(x, xSn) = gnJ.
Set S80 = {^}- By induction, we define a sequence (S3n)nB0 of measurable partitions
(modulo /x-null sets) of C( vr = 0 , . . . , yn = 0) by
mn = {B n B'Sn n AJ ;B,B'e S8n_,, 1 < ; < fcn_,, and
To this sequence (88n)nsO, w ^ associate the following Bratteli diagram D.
For each n > 0 , the set of vertices V(n) is equal to £$„.
Let C = B n B'5n + 1 n A"+1 e 38n+1. Then there are two edges e in E(n) with range
C: the edge e(B, C) corresponding to the inclusion of C in Be *3&n, and the edge
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e(B', C), corresponding to CSn+l ^ B e ®n. Thus, s(e(B, C)) = B, s(e(B', C)) = B',
and r(e(B, C)) = r(e(B\ C)) = C.
Define a map p: E(n)^[0,1] by
n(BnB'Sn+lnA"+1)) ) ^
and
For each B e St)n = V(n), we have
»(Bn B'Sn+l n C(>>, = 0, • • . , yn+l = 0))
n(B'SH+1 nBn C{yx = 0,...,yn=0, yn+1 = 1))
= 1.
Therefore, />:£ = [ ] „ ^ E(n)-»[0,1] is a system of transition probabilities on D.
Denote by fip the corresponding AF-measure on the path space il of D.
Let n > 1. If ( /o , . . . , / n - i ) e On, then by the definition of the edges of D, for each
1 < fc s /j there are elements fifc £ 55fc such that
Hence we get the following chain of inclusions:
X ^ fl,Sf• = B 2 S ^ > = ) . . . = BnS^ SI'.
Set 0 n (O( / o , . . . , /„_,)) = BnSen»... Si'. Then 0n establishes a bijective
correspondence between
and
mn = {BnSen»... Sf>; Bn e 9Bn, e, e {0,1}, 1 < i s B } .
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Indeed, suppose that BnSen"... Sl<e 98n. Then by definition of the partitions 2fck,
there exists for each l < / c < n + l one and only one element Bk e 3&k such that
BnSFn-... SI' c Bn-lSrn".-l... Sf•<=•••<= fl.Sf- <=*.
These inclusions determine a unique path (/0, . . . , / „_ , ) e f l n , where / = e(Bh Bi+I)
corresponds (cf. above) to the inclusion
i+l^i+l '— ai-
For all n > w > 1, J m cz $fn and ft(m) c ft(n); moreover, 0n extends 0m.
If B^ e 38/t, then for 1 < ; '< /c, d/u.Sk/dix(x) is constant on Bk. Therefore, we have
= n p ( / ) = /*,("(/)) = fiP{6n(Bnsrn»... s;.)).
i0i = 0
As U n s i ^n (resp. Un=>i ^ ( " ) ) spans the o--algebra of (X, fi), modulo /u-null sets
(resp. the cr-algebra of (ft, /ip), modulo |ip-null sets), the family (0n)nsl gives rise
to an isomorphism
such that i/Kfj.) = fj.p and for all n > l , i/>* = dn. The description of ip is as follows:
For a.e. xe X, there exists a sequence (B,, e,),a l with B, e 38, and e;e{0,1} such that
v- d . . t— n CFt CFi r- D Cek-\ Cel r- ^ D CFI
At *— "k^ k O ] l— D ^ _ i ^ f c _ | * ^ 1 ^ — ^^ — " l ' - ' l "
This chain of inclusions defines the path i}>{x) = (en)nl,oeil, where en corresponds
to the inclusion Bn+lS'n"+{<^ Bn.
Let k be given. Then for /i.-a.e. xeX there exist two uniquely defined sequences
(Bj, £j)js\ and (C,, 5^;, , with
(a) Bj, q e m} and e,-, S, e {0,1} for j > 1,
(b) x 6 • • • c BtSfk' • • • 5J1 c B i ^ S ^ , 1 , . . . , 5J' c • • • c B,SJ' c X, (3.5.1)
^ C/ •^'^^ t Q— ^-yJ^' ^ 1 t— • • • t— C- j O 1' <— ^ \ .
Note that for n > /c, if B e ^ n , then BSt e J n . Then we have:
Sj = Ej for _/ 7^  k and 5k = ek + 1 (modulo 2);
C; = B, for 7>fc; (3.5.2)
for^ < /c, C, is the element of S8, containing C;-+1Sji+i'-
Fory > 0, let e, (resp. /) denote the edge corresponding to the inclusion B,+1Sj|+,' c B,
(resp. Q-MSJVI1 C CJ). Then </»(x) = (e^^o and 4>(xSk) = (fj)jso- By (3.5.2), e, = / for
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This shows that </» intertwines the equivalence relation 0lK on (X, /JL) and 9tn
on (fi, /A,,), and finishes the proof of (i)
Proof of (ii). For each n >0, define a map bn : £ (M)-» G by
ftB(e(B, BSn+1 n fl'n ^n+1Sn+1)) = g'U.j,-
With j8' defined with respect to this sequence for fixed k we have
(3'(>p(x), 4>(xSk)) = bo(eo),..., bk^(ek^)bk^(fk_,)-' • • • V/o)"1 a.e. xe X.
To compute p(x, xSk), set _y0 = *, and set yt = xS^' • • • S'1, / > 1. We have
/8(x, x, 5fc) = /3(>>o, y , ) ^ ^ , , j 2 ) • • • j8(yk_,, ^t)j8(^, ykSk)p(ykSk, ^_,Sk)
For 1 < i < /c, by (3.5.1)(b) we have that ys e B(. With j(i) such that B, <= A;(l), we have
1 ife,=0,
As £,_, is the edge corresponding to B/5f'c B,_,, it follows that
i,yi) = bi-1(e,.l). (3.5.4)
For 1 < i < A: - 1 , by 3.5.1(c), we have ytSk e C, and ^_,Sfc = ^5f'5fc e C,_,. As / _ , is
the edge corresponding to the inclusion C.-Sf'c: C,_,, we have
,5*, j ' A ) = * f - , ( / - , ) . (3.5.5)
For i = k, let us assume first that ek=0. Then Bl = B t . 1 n Q . 1 S t n A ^ ) and
=yk-tSk'-=yk-i- Hence,
because ykSk e Cfc_, and/k is the edge corresponding to the inclusion of BkSk
hence,
In other words,
, yk-,Sk) = V . U - , ) " 1 . (3.5.6)
If £|< = 1, then (3.5.6) is verified in a similar way. From (3.5.3) to (3.5.6), (ii)
follows. •
Let D be the Bratteli diagram, nP the AF-measure on the path space of D, and
P':Sftn^> G the homomorphism obtained by Lemma 3.5.
For each M > 0 and each (v, w)e V(n)x V(n + 1), consider the positive measure
o-n L,H. on G given by
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where SM e ) is the Dirac function at g = bn(e). Note that, for every veG,
»EV(H
For each n > 0 , set Fn = [ ] u e V(n) G and consider the transition probability P"n+
from Fn to Fn + 1 given by
Then by [S3, Theorem 2], the G-space of harmonic functions of this matrix-valued
random walk on G is isomorphic (as a G-space) with the Mackey range
MR(fI, ixp, /?'). Therefore, Proposition 3.2 is proved.
4. 77ie main theorem
We finish the proof of the following result.
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a standard Borel space with a non-atomic probability measure
fi and G be a (countable) discrete group acting ergodically on (S, n). The following
four statements are equivalent:
(i) (S, fi) is an amenable G-space;
(ii) the equivalence relation induced by the action of G on (S, n) is amenable and
the stabilizer subgroup Gs = {geG; sg = s} is amenable \n.-a.e.
(iii) (S, fi) is isomorphic as a G-space to the Mackey range of a homomorphism
from an amenable ergodic equivalence relation to G;
(iv) (S, /x,) is isomorphic as a G-space to the Poisson boundary of a group-invariant
matrix-valued Markov random walk on G.
Proof. Let (S, n) be an amenable G-space. Then the equivalence relation 9ic is
amenable by [Z2, Proposition 3.4]. Moreover, by Proposition 1.1, the stability
subgroups Gs are amenable, /n-a.e. Therefore (i) implies (ii).
The implications (ii) to (iii) and from (iii) to (iv) are just Theorems 2.1 and 3.1.
In [CW, Remark 2.3], A. Connes and E. J. Woods state the implication from (iv)
to (i). A detailed proof can be found in [J]. •
Remark 4.2.
(a) The implication from (ii) to (i) is stated without proof as Theorem 4 of [H2].
(b) In [Zl , Theorem 3.3] R. J. Zimmer proves that (ii) implies (i), and also that
(iii) implies (i).
(c) An alternative proof that (iv) implies (i) can be given by providing directly
the implication from (iv) to (iii). Let us give a sketch of this proof.
Let (B, fi) be a G-space which is the Poisson boundary of a right group-invariant
random walk 9? on G, given by a sequence {o"n}n5=1 of (/n_i x /n)-matrices of positive
measures on G satisfying 3.1. Using a generalization of Lemma 2.5 of [CW], we
may assume that for all n > 1, the cardinal kniJ of Supp (o-nJj) is finite for 1 < i </„_,,
1 <_/ s /„. Let us write
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Then consider the Bratteli diagram D defined (with the notation of Definition 3.4)
by:
V(n) = {v",..., v"J for M > 0 ,
for 1 </</„_! and l < j < / n
the set {e(bij(k)))i <k<kni j denotes the edges from v"~l
Consider the map p: E = Una.o £(")"*[0,1] given by
p(e(bnAJ(k))) = (rnAJ(blj(k)) for 1 < k < knJJ.
By equation (3.1), for l < i < / n ^ , and l < y ' < / n , we have
I p(e)= I t o-n,u(blJ(k))=l.
l 'E£(»);slt)=t; '( j = l (< = 1
Therefore, p is a system of transition probabilities on D.
For each n > 0, we consider the map bn:E{n)^>G defined by
Let ft = (/jn)n20£ f^* be a (bounded) harmonic function associated with Sft. As
£„ = V(H)X G, we have
*- iU g) = /i-i(«r', g) = f MU *))P-"'((4 g), rfU *))
JE,
'- r '- r
= 1 M U x))d<TnXj{g ' x )= X hn(j, gx) danUJ(x)
) = \ J G j = l JG
On the path space fl of D, let /ap denote the AF-measure determined by the
system of transition probabilities p and let 0tn denote the canonical equivalence
relation on 0 (see 3.4).
Let /3 6 Z'(Sftw, G) denote the cocycle given by
p(e,f) = bo(eo) • • • bn(en)bn(fr,rl • • • V/o)"1
whenever e9inf and ek for k > n +1.
By [S3, Theorem 2], there is a natural G-isomorphism between the Mackey range
MR((0, /JLP), <%n, /3) and the Poisson boundary of the matrix-valued random
walk 01.
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